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English Answers

Lesson 2

Lesson 1
Poetry - Why Must We Go to School?
Key vocabulary: inclined, desperate, puzzle
Retrieval
1) Dad gives his child many reasons why they must go to school. Name
two of them.
Various answers including:
Stop you from running wild
Learn about Francis Drake and fractions
Give their mother a break
To find something for the teachers to do
Swot up on the questions their kids will ask them

2) At the end of the poem what does dad ask his children to do? Go to bed
Inference
3) How do you think dad is feeling when his child keeps asking him ‘why
must we go to school?’ ? Use evidence to support your answer.
Annoyed/frustrated because they keep asking him the same question.
Language used to show this includes buzz off, shut up and eat your tea!
Push off
Vocabulary
4) Find and write the rhyming word pairs in the poem.
For example: do – you
Child/wild, me/tea,do/you,Drake/break, say/play, dad/mad, said/bed
5) Dad says to ‘swot up on the questions your kids’ll ask you’. What does
he mean by ‘swot up’?
To study hard

Deepen the moment:

Lesson 3

Lesson 5

Task 1

Task 2
Sentence
The shopkeeper apologised for any
inconvenience caused by the disarray.
The shopkeeper said sorry for the mess.
The police said to call if you saw
something odd.
The police requested that witnesses
report any further information linked to
this unusual event.

Formal or informal?
Formal
Informal
Informal
Formal

Task 3
1. Witnesses reported that the lights were extremely bright.
2. Mr Brown believes the unusual event is connected to aliens.
3. The unusual events of the day were surprising.

Caption (answers will vary):
The mysterious metal objects left scorch marks on the field at Grenville Primary
School.
Direct speech (answers will vary):
Samanatha Harris: “The mysterious object flew so low that I had to jump into a
ditch to avoid being hit. My poor dog was petrified!”
Police: “There is no need for the people of Greenville to panic. We are doing
everything we can to investigate the incident. We are confident there will be a
simple explanation.”

Reading for Productivity Answers
Lesson 1- Art
Reading for Productivity – Cressida Cowell
Retrieval
1.) How long does it take Cowell to produce one of the Hiccup books,
including the illustrations? About a year.
2) Name two other books other than ‘How to Train your Dragon’ that
appear in the Hiccup series. How To Be a Pirate, How To Speak Dragonese,
How To Cheat A Dragon’s Curse, How To Twist A Dragon’s Tale, How To
Steal A Dragon’s Sword, and How To Betray a Dragon’s Hero.
Inference
3.) Why do you think Cowell’s Hiccup series of books are so popular with
children? Any appropriate answer such as: Because they are about Dragon’s
and children like mythical creatures like dragons.
4.) Look at the illustrations created by Cressida Cowell in How to Train your
Dragon. What medium do you think Cowell has used? Pencil or black pen

Lesson 2- Safer Internet Day

Lesson 3- Geography

Lesson 5- PSHE

Questions
1) What is the author’s secret place as big as? The sky
at night
2) Who else knows about the secret place? No one
3) What hurts the author’s brain? Trying to explain

Lesson 4- Science
Reading for Productivity – Magnetic fun
Retrieval
1. What is the name of the company you are designing a game for? P & L
Toys.

2. What needs to be compared and grouped together? Compare and group
together a variety of everyday materials on the basis of whether they are attracted
to a magnet,

3. Name two materials used to make the game? Large sheets of paper, card,
small magnetic whiteboards felt, funky foam, tissue paper, scissors, googly eyes and
coloured pipe cleaners etc.

Vocabulary
4. What does the word similarities mean in the text?

5. Write another synonym for related.
•

akin.

•

analogous.

•

complementary.

•

linked.

•

pertinent.

4) Where is the place? Inside myself
5) Do you think that the author likes their secret place?
How do you know? Yes. Once I’m there, its right.
Feels as though I never lever at all.

